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COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB,
KENDALL GREEN, NEAR WASHINGTON, D. C.,
October 29, 1877.

SIR: In compliance with the acts of Congress making provision for
the support of this institution, we have the honor to report its progress
during the year ending June 30, 1877.

NUMBER OF PUPILS.

The pupils remaining in the institution on the 1st day of July, 1876, numbered…… 65
Admitted during the year……………………………………………………………………… 28
Since admitted……………………………………………………………………………… 14

Total .............................................................................................................................. 107

Under instruction since July 1st, 1876—males, 94; females, 13; of
these, 89 have been in the Collegiate Department, representing twenty-
two States and the Federal District, and 48 in the primary department.
A list of the names of the pupils connected with the institution since
July 1, 1876, will be found appended to this report.

CHANGES OF OFFICERS.

Mr. James C. Ball, a graduate of the college in 1875, who has for
two years most satisfactorily filled the office of clerk, resigned his posi-
tion in September to accept an appointment as instructor in the Mary-
land Institution for colored deaf-mutes and blind, located at Baltimore.
Mr. Ball’s retirement is sincerely regretted by all with whom he was
associated, and he carries with him the best wishes of his friends here
for his success in his new position.

Mr. John B. Wight, for several years connected with a prominent
business-house in Washington, has been appointed to the office of super-
visor.

In addition to the duties heretofore performed by the clerk, Mr.
Wight will be charged with others of a supervisory character pertaining
to the conduct of the domestic affairs of the institution.

Mr. Baumgras, who has for many years given instruction in drawing
and painting in both departments of the institution, resigned his posi-
tion in September to take a professorship in a collegiate institution at
Champaign, Illinois.

Mr. Baumgras has been a successful and valued instructor, and his
place will not be easily filled. Our best wishes attend him to his new
field of labor.
We are permitted to record another year of exemption, not only from prevailing disease, but from serious illness, the few cases of sickness that have occurred yielding readily to treatment.

DEATH OF FRANK A. BRANNER.

Death has, however, invaded the institution, coming suddenly and in a manner which caused great distress to the friends of the deceased.

During our Easter holidays a party of our students obtained leave to go on a fishing-exursion up the Potomac River.

One of the number, Frank A. Branner, of Tennessee, was capsized from a canoe, and, though an expert swimmer, was drowned. All efforts for the recovery of his body proved unavailing, and it was not until two weeks after the accident that the remains floated to the surface.

Mr. Branner was a youth of fine promise and high character, and his death was felt to be a most painful dispensation by all connected with the institution. The following expressions concerning the sad event are taken from the records of the faculty:

The connection of Mr. Branner with the college was a continual source of pleasure and satisfaction to the faculty. Though his progress as a student was not rapid, it was remarkable for the zeal with which he strove to improve every advantage, and the manly spirit in which he accepted every correction.

Difficulties disturbed, but did not daunt him; a failure with him only marked the beginning of a new struggle. His instructors remember that he set out upon his fatal excursion with a book under his arm and the determination to use every spare moment in conquering his shortcomings.

But his influence lay in his character as a man, rather than in his attainments as a student. In him uncommon personal attractions were joined with uncommon nobility of spirit. Endowed with great physical strength, he was kind even to gentleness with his inferiors in that respect. He seemed naturally lifted above all littleness. His whole course was characterized by strict honor, truthfulness, and candor. So he lived without fear and without reproach, proving day by day that he was entitled to a place among the ranks of that last and rarest product of a Christian civilization—the gentleman.

It was so much that he has impressed himself upon the faculty. While they grieve with his friends that Providence has seen fit to summon him to so sad and sudden a departure from this earthly life, they feel that his short career gave unmistakable evidence that he was called to a high and noble mission, and that his memory will remain a living and elevating influence in the hearts and lives of all who were so fortunate as to know him.

COURSE OF STUDY.

The courses of study pursued in the several departments have remained substantially the same as in previous years. As a full statement of these courses is to be found in our last annual report, it seems unnecessary to burden this report with a repetition of them.

EXERCISES OF PRESENTATION DAY.

The exercises of the regular public anniversary of our collegiate department took place on the 11th of April, in the hall of the institution.

After prayer by the Rev. B. Peyton Brown, D. D., of Washington, the candidates for degrees delivered essays as follows:


Oration, "Botany as a Study," by John Emery Crane, Maine.
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After the conclusion of the essays presented by the candidates for degrees, the following addresses were delivered:—

ADDRESS BY J. C. WELLING, LL. D., PRESIDENT OF THE COLUMBIAN UNIVERSITY.

Mr. President: I never attend the very interesting exercises of presentation day in the Deaf-Mute College without feeling myself entitled to confess some slight touches of envy, not indeed at the sumptuous appointments by which we are here surrounded, but at the extraordinary privileges accorded to the productions of this college-stage. Most of us, whether we speak from the college-stage, the pulpit, or the platform, are compelled to be content if our speeches are uttered in a single edition, but here, I observe, that all your academic discourses are simultaneously issued in two editions, one addressed to the ears of your audience, and the other addressed to the eyes of the more select class among your spectators. Few of us who "speak in public on the stage" are able to say anything that is deemed worthy of translation, but here I observe that all public addresses are translated at once from the mystic language of signs, read only by the eyes of a chosen few, into that vernacular mother-speech which is common to all of us who rejoice in the possession of the five senses.

For myself, anxious to lose no part of the double entertainment here set before me, I am sometimes in doubt whether I should close my ears and open my eyes, or whether I should shut my eyes and open my ears, to catch the winged words that flit before me, and in this state of uncertainty between the senses whose guidance we are expected to follow, I may be pardoned, perhaps, if the strange surroundings of this time and place should remind me of thoughts that come from the visions of the night, and I can recall no vision more appropriate to this occasion than the dreams that came to the celebrated Dr. John Kitto while he was lying in an English work-house.

I need not say that Dr. John Kitto, the author of the "Daily Bible Illustrations," the editor of the "Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature," &c., deserves to be numbered among the most erudite scholars of the present century. Though not absolutely a mute, he was doomed by the total loss of his hearing at a very early period of his life to pass the greater part of his days in a mute-world, inasmuch that he lost all facility of vocal utterance, if not entirely the faculty of speech. And to this loss was added the loss of friends and of all means for self-support, until in the end, at the early age of fifteen, he was compelled to find his sole surviving refuge in the cold charity of the Plymouth work-house.

But into this forlorn retreat there followed him a love of learning which was unquenched and unquenchable. The tedious of his confinement, in the intervals when he laid aside the lapstone and the awl of the cobbler, was beguiled by the reading of books and the keeping of a daily journal, in which he recorded the memoranda of his monotonous life. One day he fell asleep over the book he had been reading, and dreamed that he was transported into a bookseller's shop, where he saw a printed volume lying on the counter entitled "The Journal and Memoranda of a Man with Four Senses." He recognized the "journal" to be a printed copy of his own humble diary, and while he was wondering how that private record could have attained to the honor of a public typography, and while a few brainless writings were pouring arrogant smears on the book, a man of grave and reverend aspect interposed with gracious words to reason from their contempt, and to assert for it an honored place in his library, as being a work which redounded not a little to the credit of its unfortunate author. The pride of authorship thrilled the young dreamer's heart, but the joy was transient, for he awoke and found it was only a dream. At a later day, while still pineing in the same Plymouth work-house, John Kitto had another dream. He saw, as in a vision, the form of an angel standing before him. The heavenly visitant was taller than the sons of men; his eyes beamed with celestial fire; his garments were of ethereal blue; a starry zone of glittering gems encircled his waist; and in his hand he bore a rod of silver. The angel touched John Kitto with his wand, and said, "Child of mortality, what wishest thou? I am the angel Zared, and am sent to teach thee wisdom. Wishest thou honor, glory, or riches?" And John Kitto was mute, as in a sort of glad astonishment, when the angel said, "I know what thou wishest; thou wishest learning, and learning thou shalt have, with the fame it brings to those who win it." Again the angel touched him with the silver rod and vanished, when straightway it seemed to John Kitto that he was transported to a spacious room, two sides of which were covered with books piled up to the very ceiling. On a table lay letters addressed to John Kitto, from all parts of the globe. On the chimney-piece, conspicuously displayed, were placed sundry volumes with the name of John Kitto written in letters of gold upon their backs, for of those books it seemed that he was the acknowledged author.

This does not need a Daniel for its interpreter. It was but the radiant reflection of his waking aspirations. Shakespeare has said of us all that "We are such stuff as dreams are made of," and even more literally is it true that our dreams are commonly woven from such stuff as we are made of. The vision of that grave and
reverend patron, as also the vision of the tutelary angel came to John Kitto in a dream of the night, because through the live-long day he longed for the helping hand which should conduct him out of that prison-house into the temple of the sunshades and the helping hand came in due time to lead him out of darkness into light. But for the favored youth of the National-Deaf-Mute College the brilliant dreams of Kitto are more than realized in the munificent provision which here has been made for the favored denizens of a silent world—a silent world, indeed, and yet not even Prospero in his enchanted isle was visited with such a gentle spiritising as that which our eyes this day have witnessed and as our ears this day have heard. The angel Zadoc has been here, not in spirit and in truth, quickening the minds of these ingenuous youth into a new life, with a touch more magical than that of any silver wand ever held in the enchantor’s hand; and as Kitto was grateful to the venerable patron who cheered his heart even in a dream, so I cannot doubt that the graduates of this college will ever cherish a fond recollection of the venerable “Uncle Samuel” who has made such bountiful provision within these walls for a favored class of his nephews, and it is a source of special gratulation to the members of the graduating class that the President of the United States has this day come to grace their literary festival with his presence; and if, Mr. President, (here the speaker turned and addressed President Hayes,) your locks are not as yet sufficiently touched with gray to give you the grave and venerable aspect of John Kitto’s imaginary patron, I am sure that these young men will none the less gladly accept the propitious auspices you bring them, and will trust to old Father Time to cure that little deficiency.

As the young men here gathered are greatly to be congratulated on the highest culture vouchsafed to them by the liberality of the Government, so it remains for us to say, with undisguised emphasis, that the members of the learned faculty, whose industry and pleasure it is here to open the seals of thought and reveal the mysteries of science to a peculiar class of minds, are worthy to be held in highest honor for their works’ sake. It is difficult to estimate the learning, ingenuity, and patience embodied in the methods and plans of the institution, unique in its kind and degree, which they are appointed to conduct. And who shall estimate the fruitfulness of their enlightened labors? For theirs is at once a work of the highest benevolence and of the highest beneficence—a work of singular benevolence in the philanthropic seal they bring to the discharge of their onerous duties, and a work of singular beneficence in the priceless boon they are able to bestow on the objects of their tender care. The world of literature and science has agreed to hold in admiration the genius and skill which have unlocked for us the mysteries hidden by the cuneiform characters of Assyria and by the hieroglyphics of Egypt, and this, too, though the wedge-shaped letters deciphered by a Grotefend and a Reimann, and though the hieroglyphs which have been spelled out by a Champollion and a Lepsius, can, at the best, impart to us only the buried thoughts of an extinct generation—thought baked in cylinders of brick in the Tigrath-Pileersers and Nebuchadnezzar of the East, or thought graven on monumental stones in the time of the Solohabak and Ptolemies, who slumber under the pyramids of Egypt. But the hieroglyphs which compose the mystic dialect of this silent learned fellowship are all instinct with a life drawn from the “living present;” for the “sign-language” here inscribed in the air, and leaving to human eyes no trace behind the glowing fingers by which it was sketched, is seen by us all this day to have left its indelible traces on the tablets of the human hearts which is has filled with “thoughts that breathe and words that burn.” So true is it that the thoughts of men depend for their vital breath on the inspiration of the soul within them, rather than on the organs of his speech, and that burning words may as well be kindled by the fire which lights the eye and warms the hand, as that which glows with passion on human lips.

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

I shall not mar the interest of this occasion by undertaking to fulfill the purpose of this order of exercises. I am thankful to my friend, Dr. Gallaudet, that he did not warn me that my name was to be upon this bill. It would have deprived me of two reasons for feeling satisfied this afternoon; one, what I escaped by leaving the other end of the city, and the other by enjoying with you this pleasant occasion. And really this is an interesting and gratifying thing. It is an occasion for congratulations, for gratitude: three young gentlemen appearing before us, speaking of oratory, mythology, botany! We are accustomed to hear these topics discussed at college commencements and exhibitions, and here we have these young gentlemen with but the four senses doing it so satisfactorily, so well. I am told that those orations which we have listened to are criticised, are corrected in no other way than is usual with such essays by professors at our schools and colleges; and yet we would not detect, I am sure, that they were not written by young men with all the five senses. And how completely they exhibit the characteristics of the young men. You and I who are older, but we now know that the first thinks of oratory as one with bearing, a scholar, might think—as accurately, as correctly. He measures it; he seems to know what it means,
as if he had enjoyed it, practiced it. Indeed, he did practice it before us. And the young man who treated of mythology, that fondness for the poetical, the imaginative—all noticed the peculiar bent of his mind and studies; and botany the same way. And now haven't I done all that I promised!

Messrs. Sparrow and Crane were then presented by the president of the institution to the board of directors, as candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and Mr. Waite was presented as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy. The president of the institution announced that the board of directors had conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of Philosophy on the Rev. Thomas MacIntire, superintendent of the Indiana Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.

The exercises were then closed with prayer and the benediction by the Rev. David Wills, D.D., of Washington.

CONFERRING OF DEGREES.

At the close of the academic year degrees were conferred in accordance with the recommendations of presentation-day.

COMPLETION OF THE COLLEGE-BUILDING.

At the date of this report the college-building will lack but a very few weeks' labor to make it ready for occupancy. Its completion will very greatly facilitate the operations of the collegiate department, besides providing accommodations for an increased number of students.

The building contains in the basement, quarters for the janitor, space for the heating-apparatus and the storage of fuel. On the first floor are the office, president's room, a suit of rooms for an instructor, a reading-room, and rooms which will accommodate sixteen students. On the second floor are the library, museum, suits of apartments for two professors, and rooms for the accommodation of eight students. The third floor contains a suit of rooms for an instructor, a room for the use of the literary society, and accommodations for twenty-two students. The fourth story contains an art studio, rooms for seven students, and a small room for an assistant janitor.

In the old section of the building, which has been in use a number of years, there will be six recitation-rooms, a laboratory, and accommodations for twenty-eight students. Water-closets and bath-rooms are provided at suitable points in the building.

It is believed that the college-building as thus completed will meet all the wants of the collegiate department for some years to come; and when the number of students shall exceed eighty-one, the wants of the institution can be supplied by providing small buildings, each sufficient for ten or twelve students, rather than by the erection of any large structure. There is need for a gymnasium for the use of both departments of the institution, but no estimate is submitted for this improvement at present.

The receipts and expenditures for the year now under review will appear from the following detailed statements:

**Expenditures.**

**1—SUPPORT OF THE INSTITUTION.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance from old account</td>
<td>$2,137.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received from Treasury of the United States</td>
<td>46,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received for board and tuition</td>
<td>1,311.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received from manual-labor fund</td>
<td>291.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Receipts.**
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Received from students for books and stationery........................................... $319.35
Received for work done in shop........................................................................ 543.77
Received from sale of live-stock........................................................................ 268.00
Received for damage to grounds by cattle......................................................... 6.50
Received from sale of gas.................................................................................. 115.67
Received from pupils for repairs to shoes......................................................... 2.00
Received from sale of old carpet........................................................................ 21.83
Received from sale of milk................................................................................ 98.85
Received from sale of old wagon......................................................................... 20.00
Received from sale of wheat and straw............................................................. 231.25

Total.................................................................................................................. 53,904.49

Disbursements.

Expended for salaries and wages....................................................................... $29,965.87
Expended for groceries....................................................................................... 2,385.45
Expended for meats............................................................................................ 3,694.54
Expended for household expenses, marketing, &c........................................... 2,260.00
Expended for butter and eggs............................................................................. 2,155.94
Expended for fuel................................................................................................ 946.37
Expended for bread.............................................................................................. 972.07
Expended for gas.................................................................................................. 1,841.31
Expended for repairs on buildings, &c................................................................. 2,445.65
Expended for furniture........................................................................................ 866.57
Expended for live stock....................................................................................... 196.60
Expended for expenses of directors' meetings.................................................. 96.00
Expended for books and stationery..................................................................... 866.04
Expended for dry-goods and shoes..................................................................... 419.64
Expended for medical attendance...................................................................... 439.00
Expended for feed, fertilizers, seeds, and farm-tools........................................ 543.42
Expended for lumber........................................................................................... 906.13
Expended for printing, engraving, and book-binding........................................ 76.52
Expended for ice................................................................................................... 249.41
Expended for drugs and chemicals.................................................................... 194.62
Expended for freight........................................................................................... 18.67
Expended for carriage and wagon repairs.......................................................... 91.85
Expended for illustrative apparatus.................................................................... 160.30
Expended for blacksmithing............................................................................... 179.15
Expended for harness and repairs...................................................................... 142.21
Expended for hardware....................................................................................... 811.41
Expended for wagon........................................................................................... 250.00
Expended for extending fire-alarm telegraph to institution................................ 397.55
Balance unexpended........................................................................................... 612.18

Total.................................................................................................................. 53,904.49

II.—EXTENSION AND FITTING UP OF BUILDINGS.

Receipts.

Received from Treasury of the United States.................................................. $40,000.00

Disbursements.

Expended for labor............................................................................................. $657.90
Expended for architect's services........................................................................ 1,025.00
Expended on contract with J. G. Naylor............................................................ 32,933.51
Expended for stone-work.................................................................................... 1,897.34
Expended for paving and grading near buildings............................................ 1,935.00
Expended for heating-apparatus......................................................................... 1,533.00
Expended for iron-work...................................................................................... 60.00
Expended for gas-fixtures................................................................................... 238.60
Expended for drainage....................................................................................... 153.00
Expended for lumber.......................................................................................... 48.96
Expended for brick-work..................................................................................... 223.35
Balance unexpended......................................................................................... 12.24

Total.................................................................................................................. 40,000.00
Estimates for next year.

The following estimates for the service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1879, have already been submitted:

For the support of the institution, including salaries and incidental expenses and $500 for books and illustrative apparatus, $51,000. This amount is the same as that asked for the current fiscal year, and will no more than barely meet the necessary expenses of the institution.

The following estimates have been submitted, with the request that the amounts may be inserted in the deficiency bill, or in some other bill that may be passed at an early day, in order to make the appropriations available during the current fiscal year:

For the support of the institution, in addition to the amount already appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878, $3,000.

For the enclosure, improvement, and care of the grounds of the institution, $10,000.

For the fitting up and furnishing of the buildings of the institution, including necessary repairs on the said buildings, $5,000.

The first of the foregoing three estimates is to supply the deficiency occasioned by the cutting down of the estimates submitted last year for the support of the institution during the new current fiscal year. We are studying close economy in all the expenses of the institution, but it does not seem possible to bring the expenses of the current year below the amount originally estimated.

The need for the appropriation for the enclosure, improvement, and care of our grounds is more pressing than when the estimate was first submitted. No appropriation for this object has been made for several years, and many portions of our fences are in so dilapidated a condition as to be at the mercy of every high wind. Tramps and marauders break through these old fences with ease, and we find it impossible to give even the appearance of protection to the grounds at many points.

The front line of our grounds has been so interfered with by the grading and curbing of Boundary street as to present a very discreditable appearance, for the remedy of which we have no funds at our command.

The completion of our buildings will necessitate a considerable amount of grading of roads and walks to provide suitable approaches, and it is very important to the health of the institution that we should extend and improve our system of drainage.

The amount now submitted will not be sufficient to complete all the improvements that are important for the final arrangement and proper inclosure of our grounds. It is, however, as much as we ought, perhaps, to ask in one year.

With a view of very greatly reducing the expense of inclosing our grounds, which should have a strong iron railing, at least along the line of Boundary street, we venture to suggest that the railing around La Fayette Square might be turned over to the institution, the expense of removing being met out of the appropriation now asked for.

The amount asked for the fitting up and furnishing of our buildings is needed in view of the completion of the college. Some new furniture will also be required in the older portions of the buildings, and a small amount will be needed for repairs. It is hoped the estimate will not appear unreasonable.

In closing this their twentieth annual report, the directors are pleased to be able to say that the institution is now in a condition to perform the work for which it was organized in a manner that cannot fail to gratify every one interested in the cause of deaf-mute education.
The grounds, 100 acres in extent, are ample and most healthfully located. The buildings furnish all needed accommodations for the various departments of the institution, and are believed to be built in a substantial manner. Our corps of officers and instructors is made up of capable and devoted men and women, all of whom are laboring zealously and successfully for the welfare and improvement of those committed to the care of the institution. Our pupils and students seem to appreciate more than ever before the advantages here afforded them, and are doing their part to make due preparations for lives of usefulness when they shall reach years of maturity.

In view of all this we cannot forbear to congratulate the people of the United States on the completion of such an institution, mainly through the liberality of their representatives in Congress, and to express the belief that, in the good providence of God, what has been so well begun will be sustained, so long as "children of silence" are to be found in the land needing the fostering care of such an institution.

Respectfully submitted, by order of the board of directors.

EDWARD M. GALLAUDET,
President.

Hon. C. Schurz,
Secretary of the Interior.

---

APPENDIX.

CATALOGUE OF STUDENTS AND PUPILS
IN THE COLLEGE.

From Connecticut.—Warren Lacy Waters.
From Delaware.—Theodore Kissel.
From Illinois.—Lester Goodman, Frank Ross Gray, Alva Jeffords, James Moline Tipton.
From Indiana.—James Irvin Sansom, Henry Edward Bierman, Jesse Cross.
From Iowa.—Frank Caleb Holloway, William Austin Nelson.
From Kansas.—Frank Ashley Scott.
From Maine.—John Emery Crane, Edison Lancaster Kinney.
From Maryland.—Charles Stewart.
From Massachusetts.—John Francis Donnelly, Edwin Wellington Frisbie, Charles Quincy Mann, Albert Coleman Hargrave, John Albert Prince, Willbur Norris Sparrow, Albert Samuel Taft, Henry White.
From Michigan.—Delos Albert Simpson, Edward Louis Van Damme.
From Minnesota.—James Martin Coogrove, Jeremiah P. Kelly.
From Mississippi.—Robert Dameron Hazelett.
From Missouri.—George Thomas Dougherty.
From New York.—William Albert Jackson, John Gordon Saxton.
From North Carolina.—Albert Johnson Andrews.
From South Carolina.—Thomas Hines Coleman, Julius C. Dargan, David Calhoun Hicks.
From Vermont.—James Dresser Allen, Frank Wilson Bigelow.
From Virginia.—Charles Arthur Bruce, John Walter Michaels.
From West Virginia.—George Layton.
From Wisconsin.—Lars M. Larson, James Joseph Murphy.
From District of Columbia.—Arthur Dunham Bryant, Charles Clifford Griffin.
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PRIMARY.

FEMALES.

Mary M. Barnes .................................................. District of Columbia.
Carrie T. G. Cummings ........................................ Pennsylvania.
Louisa Yocom Fisher ........................................... District of Columbia.
Annie H. Elliott .................................................. South Carolina.
Katie Elliott ..................................................... South Carolina.
Jennie J. Gillem .................................................. Tennessee.
Sarah A. Gourley ................................................ Maryland.
Mary Hawkins ....................................................... District of Columbia.
Lydia Leitner ..................................................... Maryland.
Elizabeth McCormick ........................................... District of Columbia.
Mary E. McDonald ................................................ District of Columbia.
Mary Pennybaker ................................................. District of Columbia.
Margaret Ryan ..................................................... District of Columbia.
Josephine Sardo .................................................. District of Columbia.
Sophia E. Waller .................................................. District of Columbia.
Clara V. White .................................................... District of Columbia.

MALES.

Willard F. Bateman .............................................. District of Columbia.
William Brookmire .............................................. Pennsylvania.
Edward Barra ..................................................... District of Columbia.
Elmer E. Butterbaugh ........................................... District of Columbia.
Enoch G. Carroll ................................................ District of Columbia.
Edward Carter ..................................................... District of Columbia.
Fred C. Cook ...................................................... Louisiana.
William A. Connolly ........................................... District of Columbia.
Douglas Craig .................................................... District of Columbia.
Josiah Cuffy ...................................................... Fortress Monroe.
Robert W. Daley .................................................. District of Columbia.
John W. Dechard ................................................ District of Columbia.
William F. Deebie ................................................. District of Columbia.
Abram Frantz ..................................................... Pennsylvania.
Edgar Graugnard ................................................ Louisiana.
Charles G. Griffin .............................................. District of Columbia.
Edward O. Herr ................................................... Kentucky.
Edward Humphrey ................................................ District of Columbia.
Timothy Hyde ...................................................... Delaware.
Jeremiah Hyde ..................................................... District of Columbia.
William Kohl ...................................................... District of Columbia.
Frank A. Leitner ................................................ Maryland.
Joseph Lyle ....................................................... District of Columbia.
John O'Kourk, Jr. ................................................. District of Columbia.
Columbus A. Ebers .............................................. Virginia.
William J. Rich .................................................. District of Columbia.
Moses Robinson .................................................... District of Columbia.
John W. L. Unsworth ............................................ District of Columbia.
Nelson White ...................................................... District of Columbia.
Louis Whittington ............................................... District of Columbia.

REGULATIONS.

I. The academic year is divided into three terms, the first beginning on the last Thursday in September and closing on the 24th of December; the second beginning the 3rd of January, and closing the last Thursday before Easter; the third beginning the first Tuesday after Easter, and closing the last Wednesday in June.

II. The vacations are from the 24th of December to the 3d of January, and from the last Wednesday in June to the last Thursday in September.

III. There are holidays at Thanksgiving and Easter.

IV. The pupils may visit their homes during the regular vacations, and at the above-named holidays, but at no other time, unless for some special, urgent reason, and then only by permission of the president.

V. The bills for the maintenance and tuition of pupils supported by their friends must be paid semi-annually, in advance.
VI. The charge for pay-pupils is $150 each per annum. This sum covers all expenses in the primary department except clothing, and all in the college except clothing and books.

VII. The Government of the United States defrays the expenses of those who reside in the District of Columbia, or whose parents are in the Army or Navy, provided they are unable to pay for their education. To students from the States and Territories who have not the means of defraying all the expenses of the college course, the board of directors renders such assistance as circumstances seem to require, as far as the means at its disposal for this object will allow.

VIII. It is expected that the friends of the pupils will provide them with clothing, and it is important that upon entering or returning to the institution they should be supplied with a sufficient amount for an entire year. All clothing should be plainly marked with the owner's name.

IX. All letters concerning pupils or application for admission should be addressed to the president.